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MAKE A

STATEMENT

We like to make a statement at Moonen, and we know you do too. That’s why 

we go all out to push the boundaries and ensure we stay ahead of the curve 

when it comes to limitless performance, style and safety. We are enthusiasts and 

perfectionists. Going the extra mile is in your DNA – and it’s in ours too. 

History and Dutch naval heritage has got us here. Back in 1963, we built our first 

yacht at our shipyard in the south of the Netherlands. Fast forward to 2018 and 

we have two shipyards in Holland to cope with demand for our semi-custom 

superyachts between 30 and 50 metres. Our fleet has won awards and earned us 

a stellar reputation. 

At Moonen, though, looking forward is just as important as looking back. 

Today, we make semi-custom superyachts tailored to your tastes and delivered 

by the best in the business. We’re respected for the straightforward way we do 

business and renowned for building comfortable, safe and bespoke superyachts 

that have excellent resale value. We are passionate about hassle-free ownership.

To choose a Moonen is to choose a superior superyacht with your stamp on it. 

To own a Moonen is to make a statement. 

JOHAN DUBBELMAN  |  CEO
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GOOD DESIGN

NEVER GOES 

OUT OF

FASHION
Introducing Martinique. The evolution of over two decades of Dutch yacht design. Where classic meets contemporary. 

Where comfort and quality are unrivalled. Where efficiency and economy are paramount. 

Offered in four related designs, ranging from 30 to 50 metres, they are entirely adaptable, ensuring everything – 

from interiors to layout – is tailored to your tastes.
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“ESCAPE 

 THE ORDINARY”
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STAND OUT

IN A CROWD 
Our Dutch design DNA continues with the Martinique, conceived by René van der Velden. Beyond the sharp lines and sleek low profile,comfort 

is key on this cool and contemporary motoryacht. You’ll find an impressive master suite and spacious galley on the main deck, plus a great 

lounge on the wheelhouse deck. An expansive swimming platform and an intuitive engine room add the finishing touches.
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TRAVEL  

THE WORLD
Your next adventure begins on the Martinique. And what a journey it is going to

be. Built from high tensile steel and boasting an innovative, fuel-efficient hull

design, this is one lean and lightweight yacht, meaning you can go further, 

faster. That smart hull and reduced draft also makes sailing in the Caribbean 

and other shallow waters a breeze, ensuring you can tick off all your top yachting

destinations in comfort.
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LIVE IN LUXURY
We know you have a discerning eye for interiors. That’s why we leave the door open for you to do as much or as little as you wish. Perhaps 

you’ll be inspired by the interiors of the first Martinique, by Nauta Design – with its clean lines, natural light and easy simplicity. Or maybe 

you’ll dream up something completely different. The choice is always yours.
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THE MOONEN 

PROMISE 
Our reputation for quality and excellent service is something we are really proud of. We want you to have total 

piece of mind when it comes to hassle-free maintenance, so we offer a far-reaching range of services, ranging from 

worldwide onsite inspections and crew training to warranty guidance, refit and technical assistance.
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SUN DECK

36 METRE | MARTINIQUE

© Moonen Shipyards, Moonen Martinique #2, June 2018 
 
 

 
 
 

Note: Some options may be shown, values are preliminary until final design
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LOWER DECK

Note: Some options may be shown

MAIN DECK

BRIDGE DECK
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All values are preliminary until final design

Dimensions:

Construction:

Performance:

Type:

36,3 metres / 119,0 feet

34,5 metres / 113,0 feet

8,0 metres / 25,0 feet

 2,1 metres / 7,0 feet

280 metric tonnes

334 GT

High Tensile Steel

Aluminium

CAT C32 

1418 bkW

16.5 knots

14,5 knots

3.900 nm

Displacement

René van der Velden Yacht Design

Lloyds/MCA

SPECIFICATIONS
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Length overall

Lenght waterline

Beam, maximum

Draught, maximum

Displacement (100% load)

Gross Tonnage

Hull

Superstructure

Engine 

Power

Max speed

Cruising speed at 85% RPM

Range @ 10 knots

Hull shape

Exterior design

Class



30 METRE | MATICA

42 METRE | MARQUIS

50 METRE | MONITO

DARE TO DREAM 
Next to the 36-metre Martinique, there are three other yachts in this design family. On these two pages you’ll find an overview of each.  

In general, there are four different lengths in this design family; 30m, 36m, 42m and 50m. But don’t forget, everything is entirely flexible. After 

all, this is your dream. This is your Moonen.
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T +31 7 36 21 00 94

info@moonen.com

www.moonen.com 

Graaf van Solmsweg 52F

5222 BP ‘s-Hertogenbosch

The Netherlands






